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Let's go, Octonauts!The Octonauts are out on the reef when a scary whitetip shark attacks the

GUP-A! A tiny pilot fish offers to lend a fin, giving Barnacles a brilliant idea: Pilot fish get their food

by eating gunk off of things, and whitetip sharks offer pilot fish protection in return for cleaning their

teeth. Maybe all this whitetip shark needs is a friend. Octonauts, letâ€™s do this!
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My daughter LOVES the Octonaughts. The pictures are great, the pages are a heavy-weight paper,

the pictures are are straight from the cartoon (bright, clear, well done) and along with the story line

there's facts listed. Well done and a great price. I'm off to buy the rest of them.

My daughter recently feel in love with the octonauts tv show. It's one of her favorites!Ã°ÂŸÂ˜ÂºI

discovered that  had these books for kindle and I was over joyed. I bought her this one and all of the

other ones in this line.... the books that look like they have a little older pictures are a bit different

then the tv show, the ones with these bright computer graphic looking pictures are more like the tv

show.... she loves these!!This particular book is cute the main characters are the octonauts and the

pilot fish and the white tip shark.The only com is that the words are very tiny and there was one



page, where kawwzi the cat one is cleaning the gupps and discovers that the gulp e is already

clean. There is text at the top and bottom of the page in reading of have skipped down got the

second set of text on the page every time I read story by mistake because the words blend in to the

picture. Besides that however I have no complaints and even with that I still give the book five

stars.the story is long but my daughter will sit and listen to it even though she is only two because

she likes the octonauts..... I think the story overall is geared toward maybe three to five year olds but

if your child likes the show they will probably like this no matter their age.

We bought this along with the "Octonauts and the Adelie Penguins" and the "Octonauts and the

Whitetip Shark" books. I like the color/illustrations of all these books but they are a bit thin and

flimsy. I am afraid my two and a half year old son will rip it since he usually wants to be the one

holding the book. If you are getting these for an older kid, then they should be fine and the books do

match up well with the shows which is nice. But for a younger child, they may end up getting ruined.

The price is low enough though so you can always get a replacement if needed which is what we'll

do if the time comes.

These books are just like the TV episodes. This is good because this is an episode that my son and

daughter are very familiar with and have watched multiple times. So as my 7 year old reads it to my

3 year old, she has confidence to read a story she is familiar with and he is familiar enough with the

story to not get lost.We have purchased two Octonauts books so far, and my kids absolutely love

them. I supsect we will be getting more.

My kid loves the TV show, so of course she loves the books, as well. They follow along with the TV

episode of the same name, and are detailed enough to tell the story, but short enough that she

doesn't get bored before it's over. She loves that, when Barnacles sounds the Octo-Alert, it takes up

a two-page spread, and she loves making that whooping sound. It's a cute book, definitely a good

buy.

Great book like all the Octonauts books of this type and our son loves it. Not nearly as cool as the

beautiful, fully-illustrated original Meomi books, but that's not exactly what this series of books is for

- these are more for learning how to read.

The book is fine, but it doesn't really offer anything unique from the episode on this same storyline.



This is exactly like the episode, in story form, with no new insights. I would prefer to have other

Octonauts book that introduce something other than what you can take away from the show. With

that said, if you're looking for the story form or several of the episodes you can watch on television,

then you may enjoy this!

Really disappointed with the quality of the binding of these books. My children LOVE the Octonauts,

but even though they take great care of their books, the pages fall out after a short amount of time.
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